Diabetes impairs the angiogenic capacity of human adipose-derived stem cells by reducing the CD271+ subpopulation in adipose tissue.
Type 2 diabetes mellitus is an important risk factor for cardiovascular diseases (CVDs). Therapeutic angiogenesis using adipose-derived stem cells (ADSCs) is attractive for CVD therapy. However, although it would be critical for ADSC application on CVD therapy, whether and how diabetes impairs human ADSC therapeutic potential is still uncertain. In this study, we aimed to investigate the impact of diabetes on the angiogenic potential of ADSCs in patients with CVDs, with special focus on stemness-related genes and cellular alteration of ADSCs. We established cultured ADSCs from diabetic (DM-ADSCs) and non-diabetic patients (nonDM-ADSCs) with CVDs. DM-ADSCs demonstrated limited proliferative capacity and reduced paracrine capacity of VEGF, with lower expression of the stemness gene SOX2. Angiogenic capacity and ADSC engraftment were assessed using xenograft experiments in a hindlimb ischemia model of athymic nude mice. Consistent with the results of in vitro assays, DM-ADSCs did not rescue limb ischemia. In contrast, nonDM-ADSCs induced neovascularization with enhanced engraftment. To elucidate the mechanism underlying these ADSC changes, we compared the surface marker profiles of freshly isolated ADSCs obtained from diabetic and non-diabetic patients by flow cytometry. Among studied subsets, the CD34+CD31-CD271+ subpopulation was reduced in the adipose tissues of diabetic patients. In addition, SOX2 expression and proliferative capacity were considerably reduced in nonDM-ADSCs derived from the stromal vascular fraction (SVF) with depletion of CD271+ cells (p < 0.01). Our observations elucidated that reduced CD271+ subpopulation is critical for the impairment of ADSCs in diabetic patients. Further investigations on the CD271+ subset of ADSCs might provide novel insights into the mechanisms and solutions for diabetes-related ADSC dysfunction in cell therapy.